
The association B-Link works since 2012 on cultural, educational, environmental 
and social issues on the remote Italian Region of Basilicata. Through the 
organization of different activities we aim to empower local youth to take part in 
decision making process, active citizenship and volunteer activities through non 
formal education methods.

Among other activities B-Link organizes:

- Promotion of youth mobility  programs at international level;

- Promotion of volunteering both locally and internationally;

- Educational activities in schools;

B-Link got accreditation as hosting, sending and coordinating organization and at 
the moment we are hosting 2 long term volunteers (from Holland and Turkey).

www.linkbi.wordpress.com 


CinemadaMare is an international and travelling film festival. It began with an 
idea of Franco Rina.

In 2017 at its 15th edition, the Festival, from North to South Italy, is scheduled to 
be held from late-June to September – it actually lasts 12 weeks! What does 
CinemadaMare mean?


It is an international travelling festival including production and innovation on 
digital cinema. It relies on its unique organization and on its unrivaled operational 
programme.

Since 2003 CinemadaMare has been hosting every year over 300 filmmakers 
from over 65 countries around the world. It has screened houndreds of films in 
the most beautiful italian cities and represents the longest cinema journey (5200 
km) across Italy from north to south.

As a result CinemadaMare has become the biggest gathering of young 
filmmakers in the world.


The filmmakers are hosted for free throughout the festival. They are divided in 
crews and shot their films during the festival. Each stage lasts one week and 
takes place in an Italian city. In this way the filmmakers make the film and have 
the chance not only to work together with the local people but also to learn the 
history and the art of many Italian places. 


The Lucania Film Festival is the first international film festival born in Basilicata, 
our Region, which takes place every year at Pisticci - Matera in August. It is a 
project of promotion, dissemination, cinematographic training, which aims to 
promote the knowledge and enjoyment of audiovisual in all its forms. In its 17 
years of history, LFF grew enormously, deserving an important artistic and social 
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position in the international scene of Cinema Festivals. Festival of "people and 
places", the LFF is characterized by the intimate and confidential atmosphere 
between the public and the works who, every year, from all over the world come 
to the open-air cinema of Pisticci. On the film stage, the Festival is recognized for 
the highest quality of the thousands of national and international cinematographic 
works.

http://www.cinemadamare.com/                           http://www.lucaniafilmfestival.it/ 


The project "SVEdamare", coordinated by Associazione Culturale Basilicata Link, 
based in Matera, Southern Italy, with the support of Erasmus+ Programm will 
involve 4 volunteers sent by the following organizations: 

La Vibria Intercultural (ES), OBSTINSKA FONDATSIA PLOVDIV 2019 (BG), Cyprus 
Youth Clubs Organisation (CY), RADI VIDI PATS (LV).

All the volunteers will be young people aged 18-30 with a disadvantaged 
background, mainly in the category of NEET. 

This mobility of European Voluntary Service will have a duration of 58 days 
(except travel days), from the 12th of July to the 9th of September 2017 and 
will be based in the city of Matera and other cities of Basilicata region.


From the 12th to the 25th of July, participants will attend the on-arrival training 
and participate to the preparation in Matera. Preparation includes:

- get to know about Erasmus+ program and EVS in details;

- preparation of questionnaires and materials to be used during the festival;

- start of shooting a short movie about European Voluntary Service;


From the 26th to the 30th of July, the  project will move in the town of Maratea, 
where volunteers will follow the itinerant film festival CinemadaMare. 


From the 31st of July to the 13th of August, volunteers will join Lucania Film 
Festival. During 2 weeks they will help the organizers in the general management 
of the festival. 


From the 14th to the 26th of August, volunteers will re-join Cinemadamare crew 
in Nova Siri, than Matera for the last 2 weeks of activities with the festival in 
Basilicata region.


From the 27th of August to the 8th of September, the volunteers will stay in the 
city of Matera for the conclusion, evaluation of the mobility activities and for the 
dissemination of results.


THE PROJECT

THE PROGRAM

http://www.cinemadamare.com/
http://www.lucaniafilmfestival.it/


Festival CinemadaMare: 
The volunteers will support and participate in the management and production of 
short films, they will help in the main activities related to the festival, such as 
support of the crew and preparing scenes, making costumes or film editing.

Volunteers will be asked to produce a "backstage" documentary with interviews 
to the participating artists.


Lucania Film Festival: 
General management of the festival (setting the places, support artists, 
translations,...) promotion of the festival (interviews, press release); , helping in the 
organization of the Cinecamping (read more on the dedicated website).


Transversal promotion activities: 
- Promotion: During the project, within all the steps and in all the places the 
volunteers will be, the focus need to be also to promote Erasmus+ Program and 
in specific the EVS mobility actions. As an example we will organize "infodays", 
meetings with youth and youth organisations, and institutions.


- Production: During the project the volunteers will be given the task of producing 
and shooting a short film explaining their own EVS experience and what EVS 
means to them.


TASKS



From the 12th to the 25th of July (preparation phase) and from the 27th of August 
to the 9th of September (evalution phase) volunteers will be hosted in Matera in a 
flat with double rooms.

From the 26th to the 30th of July and from the 14th to the 26th of August they will 
be accomodated in public schools together with the participants of 
Cinemadamare sleeping on materasses with sleeping bag.

From the 31st of July to the 13th of August volunteers will be hosted in a flat in 
Pisticci Marconia and activities will be run at Centro Tilt Marconia 
http://www.centrotilt.it/


 The volunteer will get per week an amount of:

- 40 euro (food)

- 28 euro (pocket money)

Local transport will be covered by the project.


Participants should arrive on the 12th of July and leave on the 9th of September.

The maximum amount we can reinburse is 275 euro per participant both ways.

Before buying any ticket you need to confirm with Basilicata Link the 
solution!! 
In order to get reimbursment volunteers should fully participate to all the 
activities, keep all the tickets and the invoices and send everything to 
basilicata.link@gmail.com by email and send the original documents by ordinary 
mail to: Basilicata Link, Via Monviso, 1 - 75100 Matera.

Reinbursment will be done by bank transfer within 2 months after the end of the 
project.

The closest airport where to fly is Bari. You can also fly to Naples or Rome. 
Please inform us about your choice so that we can provide further information on 
how to reach Matera by bus or by train.


Each participant should bring his own sleeping bag, towels and personal care 
products, sunscreen cream, confortable shoes and clothes to work under the 
sun. If participants have a videocamera or a laptop, it would good to bring it.


We expect volunteers to be open minded, ready to work in a team, flexible, able 
to adapt to different hosting and working conditions. 

It is necessary to speak English, some basic knowledge of italian would be good.

We expect participants to have some basic skills in movie-making, editing and 
other skills in cinema sector, even if its' not necessary to be professionals (one of 
the tasks is to make a documentary with interviews, a kind of backstage)


BASILICATA LINK

Phone: +39 0835 1650432   /  Mino: +39 3316030491 /  Zuzana: +39 389 16 9779

skype: basilicata.link
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https://www.facebook.com/basilicatalink/
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